
line up to the paper fold here

line up to the paper fold here

coloured
square paper

fold 
in 
half

template template

1.

2.

3.

4. 4.

square paper

fold in half
then half again

template

cut out template
outline.
line it up to the 
folded edge of your 
coloured paper.  
Trace round the 
image and cut it 
out carefully. 

once the outline 
is cut out, fold 
the skirt carefully 
one more time to 
cut out patterns.  

5.

1.

2.

3. 4.

side view

CAST think and make: paper cuts -simple symmetry 
Templates and instructions

cut out template.
line it up to the 
folded edge of your 
coloured paper.  
Trace round the 
image and cut it 
out carefully. 



square paper fold in
half

fold in
half again

fold in half 
diagonally

fold in half 
diagonally
again

snip shapes out of either side however you like then unfold to reveal.

CAST Think and Make: paper cuts - snowflakes
templates and instructions



1. Fold coloured paper in two.
2. Cut out template to dark blue line. 
3. line the template up to 
the folded edge of your 
coloured paper.  
4.Trace round the 
image and cut it out.
5.Snip details marked
in light blue into the 
base shape. Use hole punch
for small circles.
6. Unfold. 

folded edge
CAST Think and Make:paper cuts-Polish Wycinanki
templates and instructions



10. 

CAST Think and Make:
paper cuts-Mexican Papel picado

cut assorted colours of tissue 
paper into roughly 20 x 16cm 
rectangles and stack 3 pieces 
together

1. 2. 

3. 

4. fold diagonally

Fold in 
quarters

snip out shapes
or punch holes

Fold in half

5. 6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

11. 12. 

UNFOLD Fold in half
fold in quarters

fold in about 3cm from edge

snip out shapes
or punch holes

UNFOLD

Fold 
in half

cut a scalloped edge

run glue stick
carefully along 
the top edge

and fold over string

make lots in many colours and patterns
and hang up to create your own festival feel

13. 14. 
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